Palestine Sub-Section

Getting Closer to Industry

- Palestinian Sub-Section will conduct several activities and events related to local industry aiming at establishing and strengthening the existed links which in turn leads to more and integration and scientific development.
- These activities are generally should focus on the majority of factories’ owners and companies in general. The integration of students with the industry enhances the communications and collaboration between all parties throughout the following activities following activities:
  - Encouraging students to visit factories and industrial companies.
  - Hold specialized scientific days in collaboration with industrial communities and student Branches so all companies and factories that operate in a particular specific area to come and give students brief description about the nature of their work; and to propose ideas that can be served as graduate project.
  - Working to increase the number of IEEE members involved in the industrial field and attach them to the Palestinian subsection committee.
  - Establishing memorandum of understanding with the local industry aiming at increase the technical and financial support for subsection activities and students branches and their activities.

Students and Young Professionals

- Palestinian Sub-Section has many activities, events and plans for the support of students and Young Professionals, where several activities should be conducted during the coming period as follow:
  - Hold a training workshops for student branches.
  - Looking for funding of for activities and events for each branches related to the sub-section.
  - Follow-up student branches in the implementation of their plans in cooperation with supervisors and universities and to provide all necessary.
  - Encourage and support the graduates and members of the Young Professionals to former their body (structure).
- The following our requirements from R8:
  - Receiving annual financial support which is allocated for the subsections and students s barnacles.
  - Find a mechanism to work for support the central events of the student branches, especially student congress.
  - Support organizing national and international conferences in the field related to IEEE in Palestine.
  - Allocate prizes and awards for young engineers and researchers in hot to the local community fields.
  - Support funding staff and students visits to anther regions.

Section Vitality

Assuring long term continuity of the sub sections requires the following action and plans:

- Keeping in touch with all student branches on subsection to make sure that their activities and services are conducted on time.
- keeping in touch with all subsection members to make sure that our activities fulfill their needs and satisfaction.
- Signing MOUs and mutual agreements with purpose help support the support the subsection sustainability.
- Increasing the number of subsection active members and to help them in integration process with our subsection objectives.
- Furthermore encourage them to implement their ideas and suggestions as well as to work for holding annual meetings and elections.

Implementing that requires significant support from R8 as follows: Find a solution for funding of our subsection and our students branches.

Miscellaneous / Recommendations / Feedback

The following are some for achievements:

- Raising the number of members and students over a short period of time.
- Establishing stable network with a number of institutions, companies and associations, and trade unions.
- Increasing the number of IEEE Senior Members from one to five members, and efforts are underway to increase the number.
- Conducting awareness and propaganda about the importance of IEEE at overall Palestinian universities and local community.